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Molecular equilibrium structures from experimental rotational constants
and calculated vibration–rotation interaction constants
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A detailed study is carried out of the accuracy of molecular equilibrium geometries obtained from
least-squares fits involving experimental rotational constantsB0 and sums ofab initio vibration–
rotation interaction constantsa r

B . The vibration–rotation interaction constants have been calculated
for 18 single-configuration dominated molecules containing hydrogen and first-row atoms at various
standard levels ofab initio theory. Comparisons with the experimental data and tests for the internal
consistency of the calculations show that the equilibrium structures generated using Hartree–Fock
vibration–rotation interaction constants have an accuracy similar to that obtained by a direct
minimization of the CCSD~T! energy. The most accurate vibration–rotation interaction constants
are those calculated at the CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ level. The equilibrium bond distances determined
from these interaction constants have relative errors of 0.02%–0.06%, surpassing the accuracy
obtainable either by purely experimental techniques~except for the smallest systems such as
diatomics! or by ab initio methods. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most successful approaches to the determ
tion of molecular equilibrium geometries is based on
expansion of the rotational constantsBv of the vth vibra-
tional state in powers ofv1 1

2.
1–7 Such an expansion is ob

tained by applying perturbation theory to the molecu
vibration–rotation Hamiltonian expressed in norm
coordinates.8,9 To second order, terms linear inv1 1

2 appear
in the expansion ofBv . The corresponding vibration–
rotation interaction constants, which give the dependenc
the rotational constants on the vibrational quantum numb
are conventionally denoted bya r

B . Expressions for thea r
B

constants in terms of the parameters that occur in
vibration–rotation Hamiltonian~e.g., the harmonic and cubi
force constants! may be found in Ref. 9.

To second order, the molecular rotational constant
the vibrational ground stateB0 is related to the equilibrium
rotational constantBe as

B05Be2
1

2 (
r

a r
B , ~1!

where the summation is over the 3N26(5) vibrational
modes,N being the number of nuclei. The rotational consta
Be is inversely proportional to the principal moment of ine
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tia I B at the equilibrium geometry. Since, within the Born
Oppenheimer approximation, the equilibrium geometry is
same for all isotopomers, we may determineBe and hence
the equilibrium geometry by a least-squares fit providedB0

andS ra r
B are known for a sufficiently large number of iso

topomers. The purpose of the present study is to carry o
detailed investigation of the accuracy obtainable for mole
lar equilibrium geometries with this approach.

Whereas accurate experimental rotational constants
available for the vibrational ground state of most small m
ecules, accurate vibration–rotation interaction constants
more scarce. In principle, they can be determined from
rotational structure of vibrational spectra. However, f
larger molecules, their determination becomes increasin
more difficult and is often complicated by Coriolis and Fer
resonances. Alternatively, accurate vibration–rotation in
action constants can be obtained from quantum-chemical
culations. Together with experimental rotational constants
the vibrational ground state, the calculated vibration–rotat
constants may be used to determine high-quality equilibri
structures.1–7 We shall refer to these equilibrium structures
empirical, as distinct from purely experimental or purely th
oretical structures.

In the present paper, we examine the accuracy obtain
2 © 2002 American Institute of Physics

. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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for empirical equilibrium structures at various wave-functi
and basis-set levels using the vibration–rotation interac
constants obtained from a second-order treatment of
vibration–rotation Hamiltonian, starting from the rigid-roto
harmonic-oscillator Hamiltonian.9 In particular, the accuracy
of the empirical equilibrium structures is examined for fo
standardab initio N-electron models: Hartree–Fock se
consistent-field~SCF! theory, Møller–Plesset second-ord
perturbation theory~MP2!,10 coupled-cluster singles-and
doubles~CCSD! theory,11 and CCSD theory with the pertur
bative treatment of triple excitations~CCSD~T!!.12 In the cal-
culations, the correlation-consistent basis sets of Dunn
and co-workers are used.13–15 The calculations of the
vibration–rotation interaction constants are performed for
single-configuration dominated molecules, constituting
representative set where the hydrogen and first-row at
are joined by single, double, and triple bonds.

Although, for many of the molecules considered he
the vibration–rotation interaction constants have previou
been reported at selected levels of theory,16 a comprehensive
and systematic investigation of the accuracy obtainable a
different levels of theory has not been presented. In this
per, we analyze the results for the 18 molecules statistic
so as to establish the accuracy of the calculated vibrati
rotation interaction constants and of the empirical equi
rium geometries at the different levels of theory. The resu
may be used to predict the accuracy of calculations on m
ecules with bonds similar to those of the sample molecu
but do not necessarily carry over to open-shell molecules
to molecules containing heavier elements.

As the errors in empirical equilibrium geometries ari
mainly from errors in the calculated vibration–rotation inte
action constants, we begin in Sec. II by analyzing how
errors in the vibration–rotation interaction constants pro
gate to errors in the equilibrium geometries. In Sec. III, so
computational details are reported for the calculation of
vibration–rotation interaction constants. The errors in
calculated vibration–rotation interaction constants are t
in Sec. IV established by comparing with the experimen
constants and by examining the internal consistency of
calculated constants. Next, in Sec. V, we review the exp
mental rotational constants that are used to obtain the em
cal equilibrium geometries. The statistical analysis of
empirical equilibrium geometries is presented in Sec.
where we also present the best empirical equilibrium geo
etries with uncertainties. Section VII contains some concl
ing remarks.

II. UNCERTAINTIES IN THE EQUILIBRIUM
GEOMETRIES

A. Errors in the least-squares fitting

As noted in the introduction, empirical equilibrium ge
ometries can be determined when the experimental rotati
constantsB0 and the sums of the calculated vibration
rotation interaction constants( ra r

B are known for a suffi-
ciently large set of isotopomers. The geometries may be
tained from least-squares fits based on Eq.~1! since the
rotational constantsBe depend only on the moments of ine
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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tia at the equilibrium geometry, which in the Born
Oppenheimer approximation is the same for all the iso
pomers. The differences inBe are thus only due to
differences in isotope masses. In the general case of m
ecules with three rotational axis, there are three rotatio
constantsA0>B0>C0 , leading to a set of 3n equations,
wheren is the number of isotopomers. In the following, w
shall examine the accuracy of the empirical equilibrium g
ometries calculated in this manner.

The empirical equilibrium geometries contain erro
arising from the least-squares procedure, as quantified by
residual

G5A(
i

FBei
2S B0i

1
1

2 (
r

a r i

B D G2

, ~2!

wherei runs over the rotational constants included in the
In general, the quality of the fitted geometries is expected
improve as the number of rotational constants increases
tive to the number of geometrical parameters. Howev
since the residuals may also arise from inconsistencies in
experimental rotational constants, they do not represen
true measure of the quality of the fit or, for that matter, of t
accuracy of the geometries obtained in the refinement.
also note that, when the number of rotational constant
equal to the number of independent geometrical parame
the residual vanishes. In Sec. VI A, we shall see that
residuals of Eq.~2! are small, especially compared with th
errors in the vibration–rotation interaction constants. The
certainties in the geometries arising from the limitations
the least-squares-fitting procedure can therefore be safel
nored.

A more fundamental source of error in the equilibriu
geometries arises from the fact that the least-squares fits~as
carried out in this work! are all based on Eq.~1!, which is a
truncated expansion ofB0 in v1 1

2 aroundBe , with cubic
and higher-order terms neglected. We shall here assume
the omitted terms are small and their effect negligible, b
return briefly to this point in Sec. IV A.

Perhaps equally important are the contributions to
vibration–rotation interaction constants that arise from
deviation between the true electronic distribution and t
assumed by subsumming the electron masses into the nu
mass—see Flygare.17 In structure refinements, such effec
have been accounted for in at least two cases—namely
ketene4 and for the cyclic isomers of SiC3 ~Ref. 18!—leading
to a considerable improvement in the quality of the lea
squares fit and also in the inertial defects calculated for
refined structures. For SiC3 , the differences between th
equilibrium bond distances obtained by excluding and
cluding these electronic contributions were of the order
0.01 pm ~with maximum change of 0.05 pm!. In general,
therefore, this effect can be neglected for the molecules c
sidered by us.

Finally, there are two sources of error in Eq.~1! that may
affect the equilibrium geometries: the errors in the expe
mental rotational constantsdB0 , and the errors in the sum
of the calculated vibration–rotation interaction consta
( rda r

B . As discussed in Sec. V, the errors in the experim
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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tal rotational constants are small compared with the error
the interaction constants and may be ignored,

dB0'0. ~3!

In conclusion, subject to the above proviso regarding
truncation of the expansion and assuming that the exp
mental constants have been measured accurately, the
significant source of error in the empirical equilibrium stru
tures are the errors in the calculated sums of the vibrati
rotation interaction constants( rda r

B . In the next sections
we examine how this error propagates into errors in the e
librium geometries.

B. Relative errors in the equilibrium moments
of inertia

From Eq.~1!, we obtain

dBe

Be
'

1
2( rda r

B

B01 1
2(pap

B
, ~4!

where we have also assumed the validity of Eq.~3!. SinceB0

is large compared with the first-order term(pap
B of Eq. ~1!

~see Sec. IV A!, the relative error inBe becomes

dBe

Be
'

( rda r
B

2B0
. ~5!

The equilibrium rotational constantBe is a simple function
of the principal moment of inertiaI B

Be5
h

8p2cIB
, ~6!

where h is Planck’s constant,c the velocity of light in
vacuum, andBe is given in cm21. The errorsdBe and dI B

are therefore related as

dBe5UdBe

dIB
UdI B5Be

dI B

I B
. ~7!

Using Eq.~5!, we then arrive at the following expression fo
the relative error in the principal moment of inertia

dI B

I B
5

dBe

Be
'

( rda r
B

2B0
. ~8!

We are now in a position to establish the relation between
error in the sum of the vibration–rotation interaction co
stants( rda r

B and the relative errors in the equilibrium g
ometry for various types of molecules.

C. Relative errors in bond lengths of X 2 , XY, and
linear YXY molecules

For the diatomics X2 ~H2, N2 , and F2 in the present set!
and XY ~CO and HF!, the moment of inertiaI B is a simple
quadratic function of the equilibrium bond distanceRe

I B5mRe
2, ~9!

where m5mXmY /(mX1mY) is the reduced mass of th
atoms.19 The relation between the errorsdI B and dRe is
therefore given by
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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dRe
UdRe52mRedRe52I B

dRe

Re
~10!

and the relative error in the equilibrium bond distan
dRe /Re becomes

dRe

Re
5

dI B

2I B
. ~11!

Likewise, for linear molecules of the type YXY, the mome
of inertia is a quadratic function of the equilibrium bon
distance

I B52mYRe
2. ~12!

The relative error in the bond distance is therefore also
this case given by Eq.~11!. Combining Eqs.~8! and~11!, we
conclude that, for linear molecules of the type X2 , XY, and
YXY, the relative error in the equilibrium bond distance ma
be expressed as

dRe

Re
'

( rda r
B

4B0
. ~13!

D. Errors in bond lengths and bond angles of larger
molecules

For molecules containing more geometrical parame
~bond distances or bond angles!, Eq. ~11! is in general not
satisfied. Nevertheless, Eq.~11! is still approximatelysatis-
fied for linear molecules of the type YXXY (C2H2) and YXZ
~HCN and HNC! and for nonlinear molecules of the typ
YXY ~H2O and CH2!, provided that the relative errors in th
interatomic distances are the same~see the Appendix!. In the
Appendix, it is also shown that, under the same assumpt
the error in the bond angles for nonlinear YXY molecul
becomes@see Eq.~A22!#

du'
( rda r

B

B0
tan

u

2
, ~14!

whereu is the bond angle.
For larger molecules, the moments of inertia are m

complicated functions of the equilibrium geometries. T
analytical relations between the relative error in the mom
of inertia and the errors in the bond distances and b
angles then become more complex. However, Eqs.~13! and
~14! still give a rough idea of the accuracy of the fitted eq
librium structures.

E. Resonances in the summed vibration–rotation
interaction constants

The determination of the empirical equilibrium geom
etries requires a knowledge of the sum of the vibratio
rotation interaction constants2 1

2S ra r
B . The individual

vibration–rotation interaction constantsa r
B may be calcu-

lated using second-order perturbation theory, starting fr
the rigid-rotor harmonic-oscillator Hamiltonian,9
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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a r
B52

2Be
2

v r
F(

j

3~ar
bj!2

4I j
1(

sÞr
~z rs

b !2
3v r

21vs
2

v r
22vs

2

1pS c

hD 1/2

(
s

f rrsas
bbS v r

vs
3/2D G . ~15!

Herev r is the harmonic frequency of normal moder, I j is
the jth principal component of the moment of inertia at t
equilibrium geometry,ar

ab is the derivative of the moment o
inertia or inertia product with respect to the normal coor
nater, z rs

b is a Coriolis coupling constant, andf rst is a cubic
force constant. The first contribution to Eq.~15! is a
moment-of-inertia correction term, the second term is due
Coriolis interaction, and the last term is an anharmonic c
rection term.

The Coriolis coupling term has a resonance whenv r

'vs . By contrast, as recognized by East, Johnson,
Allen,3 the summed Coriolis coupling term

2
1

2 (
r

a r
B~Coriolis!5(

r

Be
2

v r
(
sÞr

~z rs
b !2

3v r
21vs

2

v r
22vs

2

52(
s.r

Be
2~z rs

b !2~v r2vs!
2

v rvs~v r1vs!
~16!

does not have a resonance contribution. In cases of Cor
resonance, therefore, thesummedCoriolis contribution is un-
affected by the resonance and may be safely calculated.
for strong Coriolis interactions, one has to be careful wh
comparing individual theoretical and experimen
vibration–rotation interaction constants. Among the m
ecules studied here, only CH2O exhibits a strong Coriolis
resonance. Accordingly, this system is excluded from
direct comparison of individual values.

Another problem may arise due to Fermi resonan
when v r'vs1v t . However, the calculated individua
vibration–rotation interaction constants are free of contri
tions from Fermi resonances as no denominator of the t
v r2(vs1v t) appears in the expression for the vibration
rotation interaction constants Eq.~15!. Thus, the sum
2 1

2S ra r
B is not affected by Fermi resonances either. By co

trast, experimentally determined vibration–rotation inter
tion constants may include resonance contributions and m
be carefully corrected for comparison with calculated valu

We conclude that the use of Eq.~1! to determine equi-
librium geometries depends on whether the vibratio
rotation interaction constants are determined experimen
or theoretically. With regard to Coriolis resonance contrib
tions, the individual experimental and theoretical vibratio
rotation interaction constants contain such contributions
their sum in Eq.~1! does not—see Eq.~16!. With regard to
Fermi resonance contributions, no such contributions app
in the theoretical constants, whereas the experimental
stants may contain such contributions, which must be c
fully eliminated before the constants can be used to de
mine the equilibrium geometries.
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The vibration–rotation interaction constants have be
calculated for the following 18 single-configuration dom
nated molecules containing hydrogen and first-row ato
H2 , N2 , F2 , HF, CO, CO2, HCN, HNC, C2H2 , CH2, H2O,
HNO, HOF, N2H2 , CH2O, C2H4 , NH3, and CH4 using the
SCF, MP2, CCSD, and CCSD~T! models. For each mode
we have used the correlation-consistent polarized vale
X-tuple zeta (cc-pVXZ),13 correlation-consistent polarize
core–valenceX-tuple zeta (cc-pCVXZ),14 and augmented
cc-pVXZ (aug-cc-pVXZ) ~Ref. 15! basis sets of Dunning
and co-workers. The calculations were carried out for
cardinal numbers 2<X<4 except that the aug-cc-pVTZ
aug-cc-pVQZ, and cc-pCVQZ calculations were not p
formed for CO2, HCN, HNC, C2H2 , HNO, HOF, N2H2 ,
CH2O, C2H4 , NH3, and CH4.

In each case, the vibration–rotation interaction consta
were calculated and the geometry was optimized at the s
level of theory, correlating all electrons. Analytical secon
derivative techniques20 were used to obtain the quadratic an
cubic force fields, with the latter computed as described
Ref. 21. The calculations were carried out using a local v
sion of the ACESII program.22 In the following, we shall
refer to the quantities calculated at the CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ
level as thebest calculated values~the reference values!.
When necessary, we shall label the reference values
( )°.

IV. ACCURACY OF THE CALCULATED
VIBRATION–ROTATION INTERACTION CONSTANTS

In this section, we examine the accuracy of t
vibration–rotation interaction constants calculated at diff
ent levels ofab initio theory. The accuracy is established
two ways: first, by comparing the best calculated and exp
mental constants in Sec. IV A; next, by estimating~from the
internal consistency of the calculations! the wave-function/
basis-set limits of these constants in Sec. IV B.

A. Comparison of the CCSD „T…Õcc-pVQZ
vibration–rotation interaction constants with the
experimental values

In Sec. IV A 1, we examine the accuracy of the be
calculated constants (a r

B)° by comparing with the experi-
mental values; in Sec. IV A 2, the sumsS r (a r

B)° are exam-
ined.

1. Comparison of the individual a r
B constants

In Tables I and II, we have listed the best calculated a
experimental vibration–rotation interaction constantsa r

A ,
a r

B , anda r
C for all molecules, noting that complete sets

experimental constants are not available for NH3, N2H2 ,
C2H4 , CH4, and CH2O. For the linear molecules, the ex
perimental vibration–rotation interaction constants are u
ally larger than the calculated ones; for the nonlinear m
ecules, no such systematic trend can be discerned.

In Tables I and II, we have also presented the errors
the calculated vibration–rotation interaction constants, e
mated as
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 
TABLE I. Experimentala r
Bexp and calculated CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ (a r

B)° vibration–rotation interaction con-
stants of the diatomic molecules. In the last two columns, the absolute discrepancyda r

B and relative discrep-
ancyda r

Brelat are listed.

Molecule
Rot. const.
B0 @cm21#

(a r
B)°

@cm21#
a r

Bexp

@cm21#
da r

B

@cm21#
da r

Brelat

@%#

H2 59.334 3.020 3.062a 20.042 21.38
F2 0.882 95 0.012 57 0.012 595b 20.000 025 20.198
N2 1.989 59 0.016 95 0.017 29c 20.000 34 22.01
HF 20.559 0.787 0.798a 20.011 21.41
CO 1.922 53 0.017 24 0.017 50a 20.000 27 21.55

aK.P. Huber and G.H. Herzberg,Constants of Diatomic Molecules~Van Nostrand Reinhold, New York, 1979!.
bR.Z. Martinez, D. Bermejo, J. Santos, and P. Cancio, J. Mol. Spectrosc.168, 343 ~1994!.
cJ. Bendtsen, J. Raman Spectrosc.2, 133 ~1974!.
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da r
B5~a r

B!°2a r
Bexp. ~17!

The largest discrepancies are found for theA rotational con-
stant of the planar molecules~H2O, HNO, CH2, and HOF!,
which are close to quasilinearity. The quasilinearity cause
strong coupling of the rotation about thea axis with the
symmetrical bending mode; this coupling is neglected in
calculations. In general, for planar molecules, there is a n
dependency among the equations for the three rotational
stants. The equations for theA constants are therefore omi
ted from the least-squares fit for the planar molecules w
the empirical equilibrium geometries are determined—
Sec. V. The large discrepancies observed for these cons
will therefore not affect the empirical geometries; the
maining discrepancies are mostly small compared witha r

Bexp.
The experimental vibration–rotation interaction co

stants become less accurate as the size of the molecul
creases. To illustrate this point, we have, in the last colum
of Tables I and II, given therelative discrepancies betwee
the calculated and experimental constants

da r
Brelat5

~a r
B!°2a r

Bexp

~a r
B!° . ~18!

The smallest errors~less than 2%! are found for the diatom-
ics, for which the experimental vibration–rotation interacti
constants have been determined to high accuracy. Likew
for the linear triatomic molecules HCN, HNC, CO2, the
experimental results are of similar accuracy and the larg
error is 6.7%~for the Pg bending mode of CO2!. For the
four-atomic linear molecule C2H2 , the relative errors are
larger, with an error of 28% for thePg bending mode~al-
though the absolute error is small!.

By contrast, for thebent triatomic molecules H2O,
HNO, CH2, HOF ~for which the A constant has been ex
cluded from the least-squares fit!, we obtain relative errors
for the B andC vibration–rotation interaction constants th
in many cases are significantly larger than those for the lin
molecules. For HNO, the absolute relative error is as larg
309%~for the interaction between theC rotational mode and
the symmetrical stretching mode!; moreover, the calculated
and experimental vibration–rotation interaction consta
sometimes differ in sign. The coupled-cluster model is s
extensive and the calculated vibration–rotation interact
193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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constants are expected to have similar accuracy for small
large molecular systems.

In general, we have usedda r
B as a measure of the erro

in the calculated vibration–rotation interaction constants.
the diatomics and for the linear triatomics, this leads to sm
errors in the calculated interaction constants; for the non
ear molecules, it gives larger errors. Asda r

B contains experi-
mental errors,da r

B may be viewed as a conservative estima
of the error in the calculated vibration–rotation interacti
constants.

2. Comparison of S ra r
B

In Table III we have collected the best calculated a
experimental values of the sum of the vibration–rotation
teraction constantsS ra r

B . We have also included

(
r

da r
B5(

r
~a r

B!°2(
r

a r
Bexp ~19!

as estimates of the error in the best calculated sums
vibration–rotation interaction constants, as well as the re
tive sumsS r(a r

B)°/B0 and the relative errorsS rda r
B/B0 .

Due to lack of experimental data, NH3, N2H2 , C2H4 ,
CH2O, and CH4 are not included in this table.

The discrepancies ofS ra r
B are similar to those of the

individual a r
B constants. Thus, the largest differences oc

for theA rotational constant of the quasilinear triatomics. F
H2O, for example,S rda r

A50.5053 cm21, which is signifi-
cantly larger thanS ra r

B for many of the considered rotationa
constants. We recall, however, that theA rotational constants
of the planar molecules are not needed to determine the
pirical equilibrium geometries.

The values ofS r(a r
B)°/B0 in Table III confirm that the

rotational constantsB0 are considerably larger thanS ra r
B ,

justifying the assumption that we made in going from Eq.~4!
to Eq. ~5!.

For diatomics, the constantge—that is, the cubic term in
the expansion ofB0 in Eq. ~1!—is of the same magnitude a
or smaller thanda r

B . For HF, N2 , and CO, for example,ge

is equal to 0.0127,20.000 03, and 0.000 0005 cm21,

respectively.23 Since ge is multiplied by (1
2)

2 to obtain its
contribution to the rotational constant, it appears well jus
fied to neglect the cubic terms in Eq.~1! for the diatomics.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE II. Experimentala r
Bexp and calculated CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ (a r

B)° vibration–rotation interaction constants of polyatomic molecules. For a gi
rotational constant, the vibrational modes are listed in order of increasing energy. In the last two columns, the absolute discrepancyda r

B and relative
discrepancyda r

Brelat are listed.

Rotational Rotational

constant Mode (a r
B)° a r

Bexp da r
B da r

Brelat constant Mode (a r
B)° a r

Bexp da r
B da r

Brelat

@cm21# r @cm21# @cm21# @cm21# @%# @cm21# r @cm21# @cm21# @cm21# @%#
CO2
B050.3902 Pg 20.000 75 20.0007a 20.000 05 6.67

Sg
1 0.0012 0.0012a 0.0000 0.00

Su
1 0.0031 0.0031a 0.0000 0.00

HCN
B051.4782 P 20.003 75 20.003 57b 20.000 18 4.80

S1 0.009 78 0.010 01b 20.000 23 22.36
S1 0.010 27 0.010 43b 20.000 16 21.55

HNC
B051.5121 P 20.0054 20.0051c 20.0003 5.56

S1 0.0109 0.0112c 20.0002 22.24
S1 0.0100 0.0098c 0.0002 2.04

C2H2
B051.1766 Pg 20.001 885 20.001 354d 20.000 531 28.2

Pu 20.002 388 20.002 232d 20.000 156 6.53
Sg

1 0.005 753 0.006 181e 20.000 429 27.46
Su

2 0.005 681 0.005 882e 20.000 201 23.54
Sg

1 0.006 689 0.006 904e 20.000 215 23.21

H2O
A0527.8807 A1 22.607 067 23.247 630f 0.640 563 224.57

A1 0.693 204 0.758 570g 20.065 366 29.43
B2 1.162 759 1.232 670g 20.069 911 26.01

B0514.5217 A1 20.156 019 20.165 880f 0.009 861 26.32
A1 0.218 836 0.216 980g 0.001 856 0.85
B2 0.095 603 0.090 380g 0.005 223 5.46

C059.2774 A1 0.148 081 0.148 320f 20.000 239 20.16
A1 0.177 715 0.172 950g 0.004 765 2.68
B2 0.142 656 0.139 290g 0.003 366 2.36
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HNO
A0518.4792 A8 20.3392 20.3455h 0.0062 21.83

A8 20.1204 20.0975h 20.0228 18.97
A8 0.8691 0.8031h 0.0661 7.60

B051.4115 A8 0.0035 0.0014h 0.0021 60.58
A8 0.0098 0.0101h 20.0003 23.17
A8 20.0063 20.0078h 0.0014 222.24

C051.3071 A8 0.0252 0.0149h 0.0103 40.73
A8 20.0035 0.0073h 20.0108 309.16
A8 20.0029 20.0005h 20.0024 82.15

CH2
A0520.1182 A1 21.5974 21.7082i 0.1108 26.94

A1 0.5022 0.2890i 0.2132 42.46
B2 0.8600 0.7942i 0.0658 7.65

B0511.2050 A1 20.1274 20.1214i 20.0060 4.69
A1 0.1523 0.1613i 20.0090 25.90
B2 0.0534 0.0572i 20.0038 27.13

C057.0686 A1 0.1255 0.1251i 0.0004 0.31
A1 0.1277 0.1231i 0.0046 3.59
B2 0.0931 0.0831i 0.0100 10.75

HOF
A0519.5346 A8 0.0244 0.0193j 0.0051 20.82

A8 20.4757 20.4996j 0.0239 25.01
A8 0.7350 0.7387k 20.0037 20.51

B050.8926 A8 0.0110 0.0112j 20.0002 21.90
A8 0.0038 0.0038j 0.0000 0.00
A8 0.0007 0.0004k 0.0003 41.71

C050.8509 A8 0.0108 0.0110j 20.0002 21.88
A8 0.0070 0.0072j 20.0002 23.04
A8 0.0018 0.0016k 0.0002 8.47
aJ.L. Teffo, O.N. Sulakshina, and V.I. Perevalov, J. Mol. Spectrosc.156, 48 ~1992!.
bA.G. Maki, G. ChMellan, S. Klee, M. Winnewisser, and W. Quapp, J. Mol. Spectrosc.202, 67 ~2000!.
cR.A. Creswell and A.G. Robiette, Mol. Phys.36, 869~1978!: first and third values from Table II footnote d and second value from Table II footnote e~R.G.
Woodset al., private communication!.

dY. Kabbadj, M. Herman, G. Di Lonardo, L. Fusina, and J.W.C. Johns, J. Mol. Spectrosc.150, 535 ~1991!.
eM.A. Temsamani and M. Herman, J. Chem. Phys.105, 1355~1996!.
fC. Camy-Peyret and J.-M. Flaud, Mol. Phys.32, 523 ~1976!.
gJ.M. Flaud and C. Camy-Peyret, J. Mol. Spectrosc.51, 142 ~1974! with the use ofA0 , B0 , C0 from Table XI of this paper.
hJ.W.C. Johns, A.R.W. McKellar, and E. Weinberger, Can. J. Phys.61, 1106~1983!.
iH. Petek, D.J. Nesbitt, D.C. Darwin, P.R. Ogilby, C.B. Moor, and D.A. Ramsay, J. Chem. Phys.91, 6566~1989!.
jH. Bürger, G. Pawelke, A. Rahner, E.H. Appelman, and J.M. Mills, J. Mol. Spectrosc.28, 278 ~1988!.
kH. Bürger, G. Pawelke, A. Rahner, E.H. Appelman, and J.M. Mills, J. Mol. Spectrosc.138, 346 ~1989!.
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The fact that theS ra r
B/B0 have similar magnitudes for a

molecules suggests that the cubic terms inBe in general can
be neglected.

From Eqs.~13! and ~14!, we see thatS rda r
B/B0 propa-

gates directly into the errors in the equilibrium geometri
For the rotational constants of Table III that are included
the least-squares fits, this ratio does not exceed 0.23% a
is especially small for the diatomic and linear triatomic m
ecules. In addition, the ratio is small for bent triatomic HO
for which we have found a surprisingly good agreement
tween the calculated and experimental vibration–rotation
teraction constants. A conservative estimate of the rela
error in the bond distances is 0.06%, obtained by inser
.

it

,
-
-
e
g

the largest value ofS rda r
B/B0 in Table III ~0.23%! into Eq.

~13!.

B. Statistical analysis of the accuracy of the
calculated vibration–rotation interaction constants

In Sec. IV B 1, we carry out a statistical analysis to e
tablish the accuracy of thea r

B constants that are calculate
with the differentN-electron models and basis sets. Next,
Sec. IV B 2, we examine the errors inS ra r

B relative toB0 , as
this quantity essentially determines the accuracy of the
pirical equilibrium structures.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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TABLE III. ExperimentalS ra r
Bexp and calculated CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ S r(a r

B)° sums of the vibration–rotation
interaction constants corresponding of the different rotational constants. For the nonlinear molecules, th
tional constants are listed in the orderA0 , B0 , C0 .

Molecule
Rot. const.
B0 @cm21#

S r(a r
B)°

@cm21#
S ra r

Bexp

@cm21#
S rda r

B

@cm21#
S r(a r

B)°/B0

@%#
S rda r

B/B0

@%#

H2 59.334 3.0205 3.0620 20.0415 5.16 20.07
F2 0.8830 0.0126 0.0126 20.0000 1.46 20.0
N2 1.989 59 0.0170 0.0173 20.0003 0.87 20.02
HF 20.559 0.7869 0.7980 20.0111 3.88 20.05
CO 1.922 53 0.0172 0.0175 20.0003 0.91 20.01
CO2 0.3902 0.0027 0.0028 20.0001 0.72 20.02
HCN 1.4782 0.0126 0.0133 20.0007 0.90 20.05
HNC 1.5121 0.0102 0.0107 20.0005 0.71 20.03
C2H2 1.1766 0.0096 0.0118 20.0022 1.00 20.19
H2O 27.8807 20.7511 21.2564 0.5053 24.51 1.81

14.5217 0.1584 0.1415 0.0169 0.98 0.12
9.2774 0.4685 0.4606 0.0079 4.96 0.08

HNO 18.4792 0.4095 0.3601 0.0494 1.95 0.27
1.4115 0.0070 0.0038 0.0032 0.27 0.23
1.3071 0.0189 0.0218 20.0029 1.66 20.22

CH2 20.1182 20.2352 20.6250 0.3898 23.11 1.94
11.2050 0.0783 0.0971 20.0188 0.87 20.17
7.0686 0.3463 0.3313 0.0150 4.69 0.21

HOF 19.5346 0.2836 0.2584 0.0252 1.32 0.13
0.8926 0.0154 0.0153 0.0001 1.72 0.01
0.8509 0.0195 0.0198 20.0003 2.33 20.03
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1. Statistical analysis of the errors in the calculated
a r

B constants

To investigate the accuracy of thea r
B constants that are

calculated using the different standard models and basis
we examine the deviation of the calculateda r

B from the best
calculated value (a r

B)°:

Da r
B5a r

B2~a r
B!°. ~20!

In adopting this error measure, we are assuming that
errors in the best calculated values are negligible compa
with the errors obtained at lower levels. In the statisti
analysis, we consider the mean errorD̄ ~Table IV!, the stan-
dard deviationDstd ~Table V!, the mean absolute errorD̄abs

~Table VI!, and the maximum errorDmax ~Table VII!.
The errors in the cc-pVXZ and cc-pCVXZ basis sets are

similar for all wave-function models, indicating that valen
basis sets may safely be used for calculating the vibratio
rotation interaction constants. Larger deviations exist
tween the results obtained with the cc-pVXZ and

TABLE IV. Mean errors in the calculated vibration–rotation interacti
constants~cm21! relative to the reference CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ level.

SCF MP2 CCSD CCSD~T!

cc-pVDZ 20.060 20.009 0.008 0.017
cc-pVTZ 20.064 20.014 20.001 0.008
cc-pVQZ 20.072 20.021 20.009 0.000

aug-cc-pVDZ 20.069 20.014 20.000 0.009
aug-cc-pVTZ 20.072 20.022 20.008 0.001
aug-cc-pVQZ 20.108 20.040 20.017 20.007
cc-pCVDZ 20.040 0.011 0.020 0.029
cc-pCVTZ 20.054 20.007 20.003 0.007
cc-pCVQZ 20.084 20.018 20.011 0.000
193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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aug-cc-pVXZ basis sets. In particular, as we increase
cardinal numberX, a monotonic change is usually observ
for the different statistical error measures for the cc-pVXZ
family; for the aug-cc-pVXZ basis sets, only the mean erro
changes monotonically.

The mean errors in Table IV decrease~become more
negative! with increasing cardinal number but increase w
improvements in the wave-function description in the s
quence SCF, MP2, CCSD, CCSD~T!. Except for the corre-
lated models in the smallest basis sets, the mean and abs
mean deviations have the same magnitude but oppo
signs, indicating that the errors in the calculated vibratio
rotation interaction constants behave in a systematic man

Looking at the trend as the cardinal number increase
is clear that basis-set saturation has not been reached a
quadruple-zeta level. Still, the changes from triple-zeta
quadruple-zeta basis sets are rather small compared with
differences between the best calculateda r

B constants and the
experimental ones. In general, the uncertainty~mean abso-

TABLE V. Standard deviations of errors in the calculated vibration–rotat
interaction constants~cm21! relative to the reference CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ
level.

SCF MP2 CCSD CCSD~T!

cc-pVDZ 0.119 0.113 0.086 0.097
cc-pVTZ 0.118 0.042 0.025 0.033
cc-pVQZ 0.134 0.045 0.020 0.000

aug-cc-pVDZ 0.149 0.088 0.058 0.064
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.132 0.035 0.031 0.023
aug-cc-pVQZ 0.172 0.057 0.037 0.016
cc-pCVDZ 0.077 0.056 0.062 0.076
cc-p-CVTZ 0.110 0.027 0.016 0.030
cc-pCVQZ 0.158 0.023 0.024 0.001
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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lute error! in a r
B is about 0.07, 0.02, and 0.01 cm21 too high

for the SCF, MP2, and CCSD models, respectively, as c
pared with the CCSD~T! values.

An analysis of the errors inS ra r
B reveals the same

trends as observed for the individuala r
B constants; in fact,

except for differences in the last digit, the statistical err
for S ra r

B are the same as those in Tables IV–VII.

2. Statistical analysis of errors in the calculated
S ra r

B ÕB 0

To examine the accuracy that can be obtained
S ra r

B/B0 at the different wave-function and basis-set leve
we consider the error quantity

S rda r
B

B0
5

S ra r
B

B0
2

S r~a r
B!°

B0
, ~21!

where (a r
B)o are the best calculated interaction constants

B0 the experimental rotational constant. The mean and m
mum absolute errors are tabulated in Tables VIII and IX.

The mean absolute errors in Table VIII behave simila
for the different basis-set families. Although it is difficult t
establish basis-set limits reliably, the SCF, MP2, and CC
models appear to be about 0.4%, 0.2%, and 0.1% too h
compared with the CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ level. A rough esti-
mate of the CCSD~T! error is obtained by extrapolating th
results in Table VIII. Thus, comparing the mean absol
cc-pVQZ errors at the SCF~0.419%!, CCSD~0.097%!, and
CCSD~T! ~0.000%! levels, it appears reasonable to use
shift of 0.097% from CCSD to CCSD~T! as a conservative
estimate of the correlation error in the CCSD~T! model.

TABLE VI. Mean absolute errors in the calculated vibration–rotation int
action constants~cm21! relative to the reference CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ level.

SCF MP2 CCSD CCSD~T!

cc-pVDZ 0.061 0.043 0.036 0.042
cc-pVTZ 0.064 0.023 0.015 0.016
cc-pVQZ 0.072 0.022 0.009 0.000

aug-cc-pVDZ 0.074 0.030 0.023 0.030
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.072 0.023 0.017 0.010
aug-cc-pVQZ 0.109 0.041 0.020 0.009
cc-pCVDZ 0.042 0.022 0.025 0.032
cc-pCVTZ 0.054 0.017 0.010 0.012
cc-pCVQZ 0.085 0.018 0.012 0.001

TABLE VII. Maximum absolute errors in the calculated vibration–rotati
interaction constants~cm21! relative to the reference CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ
level.

SCF MP2 CCSD CCSD~T!

cc-pVDZ 0.468 0.433 0.248 0.289
cc-pVTZ 0.424 0.158 0.055 0.118
cc-pVQZ 0.480 0.197 0.079 0.000

aug-cc-pVDZ 0.500 0.387 0.218 0.218
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.488 0.132 0.098 0.098
aug-cc-pVQZ 0.505 0.182 0.122 0.044
cc-pCVDZ 0.263 0.229 0.219 0.282
cc-pCVTZ 0.428 0.083 0.043 0.125
cc-pCVQZ 0.481 0.075 0.080 0.002
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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Similarly, as an estimate of the CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ basis-set
error, we may use the shift of 0.093% from CCSD~T!/cc-
pVTZ to CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ.

In Sec. IV A, we arrived at an upper limit of 0.23% o
theS ra r

B/B0 CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ error, based on compariso
with experimental quantities. The extrapolations of the me
absolute errors give correlation and basis-set errors of 0.1
and 0.09%, respectively, confirming that 0.23% is a cons
vative estimate of the CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ error inS ra r

B/B0 .

V. THE EXPERIMENTAL ROTATIONAL CONSTANTS
INCLUDED IN THE DETERMINATION OF THE
EQUILIBRIUM GEOMETRIES

The experimental rotational constants that are used
obtain the empirical geometries are given in Tables X a
XI, together with their uncertainties. Compared with the
rors in the calculatedS ra r

B , the uncertainties are negligible
The assumption in Eq.~3! is thus valid.

For the diatomic (H2 ,N2 ,F2 ,HF,CO) and linear poly-
atomic (CO2,HCN,HNC,C2H2) molecules, the experimenta
rotational constantsB0 are listed in Table X; for the nonlin-
ear molecules, the rotational constants are listed in Table
In general, all three rotational constantsA0 , B0 , andC0 are
given. We note, however, that, for the planar nonlinear m
ecules (H2O,CH2,HNO,HOF,N2H2 ,C2H4 ,CH2O), the prin-
cipal moment of inertia at the equilibrium geometry satis

I C5I A1I B . ~22!

Away from equilibrium, Eq.~22! is approximately valid,
leading to near dependencies in the equations for the t
rotational constants. In Sec. IV A, we found that the larg

- TABLE VIII. Mean absolute errors~%! in the calculatedS ra r
B/B0 . Experi-

mentalB0 are used.

SCF MP2 CCSD CCSD~T!

cc-pVDZ 0.350 0.225 0.173 0.208
cc-pVTZ 0.389 0.206 0.140 0.093
cc-pVQZ 0.415 0.163 0.097 0.000

aug-cc-pVDZ 0.389 0.176 0.134 0.149
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.423 0.204 0.137 0.060
aug-cc-pVQZ 0.499 0.211 0.122 0.044
cc-pCVDZ 0.333 0.200 0.161 0.195
cc-pCVTZ 0.387 0.184 0.111 0.073
cc-pCVQZ 0.479 0.164 0.087 0.006

TABLE IX. Maximum absolute errors~%! in the calculatedS ra r
B/B0 . Ex-

perimentalB0 are used.

SCF MP2 CCSD CCSD~T!

cc-pVDZ 1.145 0.837 0.906 1.037
cc-pVTZ 1.520 0.345 0.297 0.424
cc-pVQZ 1.723 0.362 0.306 0.000

aug-cc-pVDZ 1.794 0.652 0.626 0.706
aug-cc-pVTZ 1.752 0.453 0.351 0.239
aug-cc-pVQZ 1.811 0.495 0.436 0.159
cc-pCVDZ 1.149 0.820 0.880 1.013
cc-pCVTZ 1.536 0.346 0.305 0.450
cc-pCVQZ 1.726 0.371 0.286 0.015
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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uncertainties in the vibration–rotation interaction consta
occur for theA constants of the bent triatomic molecules.
the least-squares fits of such molecules, theA equations have
been excluded. In Table XI, the excluded constants are g
in square brackets.

In our study, we have included two nonplanar molecul
methane and ammonia. For methane, the empirical ge
etries are obtained by using all reported experimental r
tional constants. For ammonia, all listed isotopomers are
late symmetric tops. For NT3 , the experimentalC0 rotational
constant is not available. In general, theC0 constants of am-
monia are less well determined than the other constants
have been excluded from the least-squares fit.

For F2 and CH2, the number of experimental rotation
constants used is equal to the number of geometrical pa
eters. For the remaining molecules, the number of exp
mental rotational constants is usually significantly larger th
the number of parameters.

VI. EMPIRICAL EQUILIBRIUM GEOMETRIES

In Sec. VI A, the uncertainties in the empirical equili
rium geometries arising from the least-squares procedure
examined. Next, in Sec. VI B, the best empirical equilibriu
geometries are given together with an estimate of their
certainties. Finally, in Sec. VI C, we perform a statistic
analysis of the accuracy of the empirical equilibrium geo
etries when the vibration–rotation interaction constants
calculated at different levels of theory.

A. Errors in the empirical equilibrium geometries due
to the least-squares-fit procedure

The empirical equilibrium geometries are determined
carrying out a least-squares fit using the experimental r
tional constants in Tables X and XI together with the calc
lated vibration–rotation interaction constants. For the re
ence CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ calculations, the residuals Eq.~2!
are given in Table XII; for the remaining calculations, th
residuals are of similar size. Compared with the errors
S ra r

B , the residuals are small~mostly several orders of mag
nitudes smaller!, especially when we consider that, for mo
molecules, we have many more equations than geomet
parameters. The uncertainties in the empirical equilibri
geometries arising from inconsistencies in the least-squ
procedure are thus negligible.

B. The most accurate equilibrium geometries
with uncertainties

In Table XIII we have given the best empirical equilib
rium bond distances, as obtained using the most accu
calculated vibration–rotation interaction constants. The
certainties have been estimated from Eq.~13!, where for
S rda r

B/B0 we have used the largest value in Table III, e
cluding those not used in the least-squares fit. For H2O, for
example,dRe /Re50.1168%/450.0292% ~the A equations
were excluded from the fit!, giving an uncertainty in the
O–H distance ofdRe50.000 292395.7902 pm50.028 pm.
For the diatomics~for which the most accurate experiment
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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TABLE X. The experimental rotational constants~cm21! used in the deter-
mination of the equilibrium geometries of the linear molecules.

Molecule B0

H2
a 59.334 571~61!

D2
a 29.913 298~75!

HFb 20.559 743~14!
DFb 10.860 35~1!

14N2
c 1.989 5924~38!

14N15Nd 1.923 6102~35!
15N2

d 1.857 6250~36!

COe 1.922 528 72~52!
C17Oe 1.873 962 41~85!
C18Oe 1.830 981 98~57!
13COe 1.837 972 67~59!

13C17Oe 1.789 3994~44!
13C18Oe 1.746 4072~17!

F2
f 0.882 9532~88!

HCNg 1.478 221 83~1!
H13CNg 1.439 999~2!
HC15Ng 1.435 249~2!
DCNg 1.207 750 953~6!

D13CNg 1.187 075~2!
DC15Ng 1.173 140~2!

D13C15Nh 1.151 840 202~64!

HNCi 1.512 1127
H15NCi 1.482 1271
HN13Ci 1.452 5254

H15N13Ci 1.421 9718
DNCi 1.272 6472

D15NCi 1.255 6527
DN13Ci 1.223 6466

D15N13Ci 1.206 0184

CO2
j 0.390 219 027~70!

OC18Oj 0.368 185 104~100!
C18O2

j 0.346 817 311~100!
13CO2

j 0.390 237 420~100!
O13C18Oj 0.368 182 428~90!
13C18O2

j 0.346 834 194~200!

C2H2
k 1.176 646 32~18!

C2HDl 0.991 53~2!
C2D2

m 0.847 874 20
13C2H2

n 1.119 574 687~146!
13CCH2

o 1.148 40~2!

aD.E. Jennings, A. Weber, and J.W. Brault, J. Mol. Spectrosc.126, 19
~1987!.

bU.K. Sengupta, P.K. Das, and K.N. Rao, J. Mol. Spectrosc.74, 322~1979!.
cJ. Bendtsen and F. Rasmussen, J. Raman Spectrosc.31, 433 ~2000!.
dJ. Bendtsen~private communication!.
eG. Guelachvili, J. Mol. Spectrosc.75, 251 ~1979!.
fR.Z. Martinez, D. Bevmejo, J. Santos, and P. Canicio, J. Mol. Spectr
168, 343 ~1994!.

gG. Winnewisser, A.G. Maki, and D.R. Johnson, J. Mol. Spectrosc.39, 149
~1971!.

hW. Quapp, M. Hirsch, G.C. Mellau, S. Klee, M. Winnewisser, and A. Ma
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information is available!, the relative errorsdRe /Re are
smaller than 0.02% and the uncertaintiesdRe smaller than
0.02 pm.

For the molecules that are not contained in Table
~N2H2, CH2O, C2H4 , NH3, and CH4!, we have somewha
arbitrarily used the largest uncertaintyS rda r

B/B0 in Table III
of the vibration–rotation constants included in the fi
~0.23% for B of HNO!, giving a relative errordRe /Re

50.06%. Since the calculated vibration–rotation interact
constants have uniform accuracy~as the coupled-cluste
model is size extensive!, 0.06% constitutes a conservativ
estimate of the uncertainty of the molecules not containe
Table III.

The empirical bond angles are listed in Table XIV. T
error du ~see the Appendix! is about 0.15° for CH2 ~where
we have usedS rda r

C/C0 from Table III! and 0.09° for H2O
~where we have usedS rda r

B/B0!. For the remaining mol-
ecules, we expect Eq.~14! to give a rough estimate of th
accuracy of the fitted equilibrium bond angles. Aga
somewhat arbitrarily, the largest uncertaintyS rda r

B/B0

in Table III ~0.23%! has been used to calculate the uncerta
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ties of bond angles for molecules that are not contain
in Table III.

C. Statistical analysis of the accuracy of empirical
equilibrium geometries

To investigate the accuracy of the empirical geometr
at the various levels ofab initio theory, we consider the
deviation of the calculated empirical equilibrium bond d
tanceRe from the best calculated value (Re)° as listed in
Table XIII:

DRe5Re2~Re!°. ~23!

The statistical measures of these errors—that is,D̄, Dstd,
D̄abs, and Dmax—are listed in Tables XV–XVIII, respec-
tively.

For all wave-function models, the mean absolute err
are similar for the cc-pVXZ, aug-cc-pVXZ, and the
cc-pCVXZ families, indicating that the description of cor
and the outer-valence regions is not critical for the accur
-
e least-
TABLE XI. The experimental rotational constants~cm21! used in the determination of the equilibrium geom
etries of the nonlinear molecules. The rotational constants in square brackets are not included in th
squares fits.

Molecule A0 B0 C0

H2Oa @27.880 67~63!# 14.521 68~28! 9.277 45~18!
D2Ob @25.419 9657~26!# 7.272 9744~13! 4.845 285 52~40!
HDOc @23.413 921~35!# 9.103 359~17! 6.406 2805~26!
T2Od @11.301 515# 4.858 874 62 3.344 293 636
HTOe @22.610 47~85!# 6.611 18~22! 5.019 02~22!
DTOf @13.681 48# 5.738 977 3.975 870

H2
17Og @27.694 95# 14.512 76 9.264 653

H2
18Oh @27.531 075~98!# 14.522 139~56! 9.237 985~22!

14ND3
i 5.142 7599~41! @3.114 182#

15ND3
i 5.123 6602~25! @3.095 082#

14NT3
j 3.521 2818~11!

14NH3
k 9.946 637 32 @6.228 3573#

15NH3
k 9.922 310 36 @6.228 3804#

CH4
l - 5.241 0356~96!

CH3Dm 5.250 821~1! 3.880 1950~7!
CH2D2

n 4.302 7777~38! 3.505 8838~35! 3.050 0599~37!
CHD3

o 3.279 16~2! 2.628 96~4!
CD4

p 2.632 729

CH2
q @20.1182~18!# 11.2050~17! 7.0686~19!

N2H2
r @10.001 203~5!# 1.304 3373~6! 1.149 9757~6!

N2HDs @7.384 213~4!# 1.195 9457~6! 1.025 5827~6!
N2D2

t @6.024 5856~22!# 1.089 577 54~33! 0.919 556 24~33!

H16OFu @19.534 5644~24!# 0.892 6392~4! 0.850 9182~4!
H18OFu @19.403 55~4!# 0.844 462~7! 0.806 857~7!
D16OFu @10.543 8272~19!# 0.853 714 26~17! 0.786 720 26~17!

HNOv @18.4792~5!# 1.411 52~20! 1.307 14~20!
DNOv @10.522 24~70!# 1.292 03~40! 1.146 25~40!

C2H4
w @4.864 620 16~4!# 1.001 056 50~1! 0.828 045 99~1!

C2D4
x @2.441 656~20!# 0.734 913~6! 0.563 517~6!

cis-C2H2D2
y @3.324 5410~8!# 0.847 826 16~20! 0.673 768 77~20!

vic-C2H2D2
z @3.252 1341~21!# 0.856 4346~9! 0.676 0956~9!

trans-C2H2D2
a @3.486 176~8!# 0.832 9591~14! 0.670 6399~14!
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TABLE XI ~Continued.!

Molecule A0 B0 C0

H2COb @9.405 5259# 1.295 4310 1.134 1914
D2COg @4.725 051~6!# 1.076 8518~10! 0.873 4623~9!

H2
13COd @9.405 995# 1.261 188 1.107 903

H2C18Od 1.230 959 1.084 491
D2

13COd 1.058 476 0.861 345
D2C18Od 1.020 555 0.836 052
HDCOd @6.609 122# 1.164 449 0.986 070
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determination of empirical equilibrium structures. In the fo

lowing, we restrict our analysis to the valence basis s
cc-pVXZ.

From Tables XV and XVII, we see that the mean a
mean absolute errors differ, indicating that the errors in
empirical bond lengths are somewhat less systematic
the errors in the vibration–rotation constants in Tables
and VI. The mean errors in Table XV behave in a man
similar to that of the sum of the vibration–rotation intera
tion constants in Table IV. However, the signs differ sin
too small vibration–rotation constants give too small eq
librium rotational constants and therefore too large empir
bond lengths. The mean errors of the MP2 and CCSD m
els are similar and typically a factor of four smaller than t
Hartree–Fock mean errors.

Concerning convergence with respect to the card
number, we note that basis saturation is approached a
Hartree–Fock level but not so for the correlated mode
Still, compared with the uncertainties of about 0.06 pm in
best CCSD~T! results, the basis-set error is small. Compa
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TABLE XII. The residualsG of the least-squares fits of molecular geom
etries bases on the vibration–rotation interaction constants calculated a
CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ level.

Molecule G @cm21#

H2 0.001 662
F2 0.000 000
N2 0.000 006
HF 0.001 376
CO 0.000 018
CO2 0.000 002
HCN 0.000 008
HNC 0.000 004
C2H2 0.000 041
H2O 0.004 588
HNO 0.000 003
CH2 0.000 000
HOF 0.000 091
N2H2 0.000 042
CH2O 0.000 081
C2H4 0.000 021
NH3 0.001 339
CH4 0.002 320
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with the CCSD~T! model, the SCF, MP2, and CCSD erro
are 0.09, 0.04, and 0.03 pm too high, respectively.

The relative error in the bond distance satisfies Eq.~13!

dRe

Re
'

S rda r
B

4B0
. ~24!

In Table VIII, we have given the mean absolute errors
S ra r

B/B0 relative to the best calculated values; in Table XI
we have given the same statistical measure for the rela
error

DRe

Re
5

Re2~Re!°

Re
, ~25!

where (Re)° is the best calculated empirical equilibriu
bond distance. Dividing the mean absolute error in Ta
VIII by four, we obtain to high accuracy the errors in th

TABLE XIV. Equilibrium bond angles~degrees! obtained from the least-
squares fits using experimental rotational constants and CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ
vibration–rotation interaction constants with their uncertainties~degrees!.

Molecule Angle Uncertainty

H2O H–O–H 104.40 0.09
HNO H–N–O 108.26 0.18
CH2 H–C–H 102.44 0.15
HOF H–O–F 97.86 0.02
N2H2 H–N–N 106.34 ;0.18
CH2O H–C–O 121.63 ;0.24
C2H4 H–C–C 121.40 ;0.24
NH3 H–N–H 107.17 ;0.18

TABLE XIII. Equilibrium bond distances~pm! obtained from the least-
squares fits using experimental rotational constants and CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ
vibration–rotation interaction constants and their uncertainties~pm!.

Molecule Bond Length Uncertainty

H2 H–H 74.1491 0.013
F2 F–F 141.268 0.001
N2 N–N 109.773 0.005
HF H–F 91.6879 0.012
CO C–O 112.836 0.004
CO2 C–O 116.006 0.006
HCN C–H 106.528 0.012

C–N 115.336 0.014
HNC N–H 99.489 0.008

C–N 116.875 0.010
C2H2 C–H 106.166 0.050

C–C 120.356 0.057
H2O O–H 95.7902 0.028
HNO H–N 105.199 0.060

N–O 120.859 0.069
CH2 C–H 110.632 0.059
HOF H–O 96.8619 0.008

O–F 143.447 0.011
N2H2 N–H 102.883 ;0.06

N–N 124.575 ;0.07
CH2O C–H 110.072 ;0.06

C–O 120.465 ;0.07
C2H4 C–H 108.068 ;0.06

C–C 133.074 ;0.08
NH3 N–H 101.139 ;0.06
CH4 C–H 108.588 ;0.06
Downloaded 07 Jun 2013 to 193.157.137.211. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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TABLE XV. Mean errors@relative to CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ# in empirical equi-
librium bond distances based on calculated vibration–rotation interac
constants~pm!.

SCF MP2 CCSD CCSD~T!

cc-pVDZ 0.054 0.017 0.016 20.001
cc-pVTZ 0.050 0.009 0.008 20.007
cc-pVQZ 0.049 0.012 0.014 0.000

aug-cc-pVDZ 0.059 0.032 0.033 0.023
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.050 0.014 0.015 0.000
aug-cc-pVQZ 0.087 0.030 0.026 0.004
cc-pCVDZ 0.050 0.012 0.013 20.004
cc-pCVTZ 0.048 0.009 0.012 20.002
cc-pCVQZ 0.086 0.023 0.026 0.001

TABLE XVI. Standard deviations of errors@relative to CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ#
in empirical equilibrium bond distances based on calculated vibratio
rotation interaction constants~pm!.

SCF MP2 CCSD CCSD~T!

cc-pVDZ 0.100 0.062 0.034 0.051
cc-pVTZ 0.103 0.072 0.050 0.034
cc-pVQZ 0.102 0.057 0.037 0.000

aug-cc-pVDZ 0.098 0.087 0.057 0.096
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.105 0.063 0.046 0.033
aug-cc-pVQZ 0.055 0.050 0.030 0.007
cc-pCVDZ 0.102 0.059 0.034 0.049
cc-pCVTZ 0.104 0.058 0.037 0.019
cc-pCVQZ 0.061 0.053 0.031 0.002

TABLE XVII. Mean absolute errors@relative to CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ# in em-
pirical equilibrium bond distances based on calculated vibration–rota
interaction constants~pm!.

SCF MP2 CCSD CCSD~T!

cc-pVDZ 0.088 0.051 0.032 0.034
cc-pVTZ 0.088 0.056 0.036 0.020
cc-pVQZ 0.087 0.043 0.029 0.000

aug-cc-pVDZ 0.086 0.063 0.041 0.046
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.088 0.050 0.036 0.022
aug-cc-pVQZ 0.087 0.046 0.027 0.005
cc-pCVDZ 0.087 0.047 0.032 0.033
cc-pCVTZ 0.088 0.045 0.028 0.012
cc-pCVQZ 0.086 0.042 0.026 0.002

TABLE XVIII. Maximum absolute errors@relative to CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ#
in empirical equilibrium bond distances based on calculated vibratio
rotation interaction constants~pm!.

SCF MP2 CCSD CCSD~T!

cc-pVDZ 0.260 0.124 0.071 0.124
cc-pVTZ 0.267 0.185 0.145 0.113
cc-pVQZ 0.258 0.148 0.113 0.000

aug-cc-pVDZ 0.315 0.314 0.238 0.415
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.275 0.173 0.123 0.089
aug-cc-pVQZ 0.177 0.097 0.088 0.017
cc-pCVDZ 0.258 0.113 0.061 0.122
cc-pCVTZ 0.252 0.129 0.122 0.066
cc-pCVQZ 0.177 0.100 0.088 0.003
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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empirical geometries of Table XIX, thus providing an ind
pendent check that the errors in the sum of vibratio
rotation interaction constants propagate to errors in the e
librium bond distances as predicted by theory.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have carried out a detailed study of the accuracy
the empirical equilibrium geometries that are obtained fr
least-squares fits using experimental rotational constants
rected by vibration–rotation interaction constants calcula
at different levels ofab initio theory.

The vibration–rotation interaction constants have be
calculated for 18 sample molecules at the Hartree–Fock
all-electron MP2, CCSD, and CCSD~T! levels of theory, us-
ing the correlation consistent basis sets cc-pVXZ,
cc-pCVXZ, and aug-cc-pVXZ with 2<X<4 ~with some ex-
ceptions!. The vibration–rotation interaction constants a
calculated according to second-order perturbation the
based on the rigid-rotor harmonic-oscillator zero-ord
Hamiltonian. The accuracy of the calculated interaction c
stants is established by comparison with experimental c
stants and by estimating—from the internal consistency
the calculated constants—the wave-function and basis
limits for these constants.

The errors in the empirical equilibrium geometries a
dominated by the errors in the calculated sums of
vibration–rotation interaction constants. In a theoreti
analysis, we have shown that the errors in the calcula
sums of the vibration–rotation interaction constants pro
gate into errors in the geometries as described by Eqs.~13!
and ~14!. At all levels of theory, the errors in the empiric
equilibrium geometries are indeed found to agree with t
prediction.

At the CCSD~T! level, the errors in the empirical equ
librium bond distances are~probably significantly! smaller
than 0.06%, which for a bond length of 100 pm gives 0.
pm. At the CCSD, MP2, and SCF levels, this error is
creased by 0.03, 0.04, and 0.09 pm, respectively. For c
parison, in traditionalab initio geometry optimizations, the
resulting errors are 2.6, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.1 pm at the S
MP2, CCSD, and CCSD~T! levels of theory, respectively
where these errors are also determined relative to the em
cal CCSD~T! equilibrium bond distances.7,24,25 Empirical

TABLE XIX. Mean absolute relative errors in the empirical equilibriu
bond distances~%! based on vibration–rotation interaction constants cal
lated with various wave function/basis-set levels, with respect to the
tances based on the CCSD~T!/cc-pVQZ results.

SCF MP2 CCSD CCSD~T!

cc-pVDZ 0.080 0.047 0.030 0.032
cc-pVTZ 0.079 0.050 0.032 0.019
cc-pVQZ 0.078 0.039 0.025 0.000

aug-cc-pVDZ 0.078 0.058 0.038 0.044
aug-cc-pVTZ 0.079 0.044 0.032 0.021
aug-cc-pVQZ 0.083 0.043 0.023 0.005
cc-pCVDZ 0.077 0.042 0.028 0.029
cc-pCVTZ 0.078 0.039 0.024 0.011
cc-pCVQZ 0.076 0.035 0.021 0.002
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equilibrium geometries calculated at the Hartree–Fock le
thus have an accuracy comparable with that of a direct m
mization of the CCSD~T! energy.

For larger molecules, it becomes increasingly difficult
obtain accurate and reliable experimental vibration–rotat
interaction constants for a sufficiently large number of iso
pomers to determine the equilibrium geometry reliably.
contrast, the accurate calculation of vibration–rotation int
action constants is not more difficult for larger systems th
for smaller ones~albeit more time consuming!. For large
molecules, therefore, accurate equilibrium geometries
best determined by combining experimental rotational c
stants of the vibrational ground state with vibration–rotati
interaction constants calculated at a correlated level ofab
initio theory.
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APPENDIX

1. Linear YXZ molecules

For linear molecules of the type YXZ~HCN and HNC in
the set studied here!, the moment of inertia is given by19

I 5mYr XY
2 1mZr XZ

2 2
~mYr XY2mZr XZ!2

M
, ~A1!

whereM5mX1mY1mZ . Equation~A1! can be rewritten in
the form

I 5arXY
2 1brXZ

2 1crXYr XZ , ~A2!

where a5mY@12(mY /M )#, b5mZ@12(mZ /M )#, and c
52mYmZ /M . The errordI can thus be expressed as

dI 5~2arXY1crXZ!dr XY1~2brXZ1crXY !dr XZ

5~2arXY
2 1crXYr XZ!

dr XY

r XY

1~2brXZ
2 1crXYr XZ!

dr XZ

r XZ
. ~A3!

Assuming that the bond distancesr XY and r XZ are deter-
mined to the same accuracy

dr XY

r XY
'

dr XZ

r XZ
[

dr

r
, ~A4!

we obtain

dI'2~arXY
2 1brXZ

2 1crXYr XZ!
dr

r
. ~A5!

-
s-
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By using Eq.~A2!, we may now write the relative error in
the form

dr

r
'

1

2

dI

I
~A6!

and Eq.~11! is thus approximately satisfied for the line
molecules YXZ.

2. Nonlinear YXY molecules

For the nonlinear YXY molecules~H2O and CH2!, the
moment of inertiaI C can be expressed as~see Fig. 1!

I 5mXr X
2 12mYr Y

2 . ~A7!

The equation defining the center of mass

2r XmX12~r d2r X!mY50 ~A8!

implies

r d

r X
5

M

2mY
[k, ~A9!

whereM5mX12mY . By simple geometrical consideration
~see Fig. 1!, we find

k2r X
2 5r XY

2 2 1
4r YY

2 , ~A10!

r Y
2 5r X

2 ~k21!21 1
4r YY

2 . ~A11!

Substituting these expressions to Eq.~A7!, we obtain

I 5arXY
2 1brYY

2 , ~A12!

where a52mXmY /M and b5(mY/2)2(mXmY/2M ). The
error dI can therefore be written in the form

dI 52arXYdr XY12brYYdr YY

52arXY
2 dr XY

r XY
12brYY

2 dr YY

r YY
. ~A13!

From the assumption

dr XY

r XY
'

dr YY

r YY
[

dr

r
~A14!

it follows that

FIG. 1. Definition of geometry parameters for a nonlinear YXY molecu
The dot denotes the center of mass.
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dI'2~arXY
2 1brYY

2 !
dr

r
. ~A15!

Using Eq. ~A12!, we obtain for nonlinear molecules YXY
the approximate relation

dr

r
'

1

2

dI

I
. ~A16!

3. Errors in bond angles

To get an estimate of the error in bond angle~for YXY
molecules!, we first note from Fig. 1 that

r YY

2r XY
5sin

u

2
[F. ~A17!

The maximum errordF can thus be expressed in two alte
native forms

dF5UdF

duUdu5
1

2 S cos
u

2D du, ~A18!

dF5U ]F

]r YY
Udr YY1U ]F

]r XY
Udr XY

5
1

2

r YY

r XY
S dr YY

r YY
1

dr XY

r XY
D . ~A19!

By comparing~A18! and~A19! and by using Eq.~A14!, we
obtain

S cos
u

2D du'2
r YY

r XY

dr

r
~A20!

which we may rewrite by using Eq.~A17!:

du'4
dr

r
tan

u

2
. ~A21!

Using Eq.~13! we thus obtain the error in bond angle

du'
S rda r

B

B0
tan

u

2
. ~A22!
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